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Background  

n  Manufacturing Plant is located in California, USA 

n  Until 1994 Polytron was primarily used by armies (Russia, Australia, Israel, 
Serbia) mainly in helicopters, armored tanks & submarines 

n  Commercially available since 1994 

n  Focus on Asia since since 2003 - Malaysia, Indonesia, Vietnam, Thailand, 
Cambodia, Myanmar & the Philippines, Australia, 

n  India launch in 2015 



n  Mission: To help all Industries reduce their Maintenance and 
Operational cost by up to 65%, and double, triple or even quadruple  
service life of their equipment. 

Polytron’s Mission & Goals 

n  Goals:  To provide significant cost savings for our clients through: 
n  Extended Oil change intervals 300% - 600% 
n  Average Fuel savings of up to 20%;  Electrical Energy savings of 

up to 10%. 
n  Elimination of engine/equipment wear up to 95% and major 

reduction in parts and equipment replacement. 
n  Increasing productivity – near zero down time 
n  Reducing up to 75% emission pollutants from Vehicles & 

Industries. 
n  Considerably reducing volumes of waist oil. 
 

 
Resulting in: 

   Lowest Possible Production cost  
Highest  possible Productivity 
Cleaner Environment 

 



Polytron Metal Treatment Concentrate (MTC) 
&  

Fuel Conditioner (FC) 

n  Polytron MTC treats the metal surfaces using Micro Metallurgical process; it 
does not treat the oils it is added to; 

n  It is engineered for all friction surfaces in all types of engines, hydraulics, gears, etc.  In 
fact it can be used in any equipment and mechanisms that require lubrication with the 
same results of dramatic reduction in friction and almost complete elimination of wear & 
tear. 

n  Polytron dosages are economical: 
      Polytron MTC, 5% to 15% by volume. 
      Polytron FC , 0.05% to 0.1% by volume. 
 
n  Polytron MTC is compatible with all lubricants, mineral, organic and synthetic. 

n  Polytron FC is compatible with all fuels, gasoline, diesel, fuel oil, kerosene, HFO, etc.  

n  Polytron is purely petroleum based, and doesn’t contain any solid particles. 

n  In engines it is recommended to use Polytron MTC together with Polytron FC in order to 
get the best possible performance off of an engine over its service life. 



Polytron Technology. How Does it Work ? 

When observing mating friction surfaces under high magnification 
one can see that they are actually full of  “mountains” and “valleys” . 
These “mountains” penetrate the oil-film that separates mating 
friction surfaces, and collide with each other. These collisions  on the 
micro level, translate into “friction” between the mating friction 
surfaces  on the macro-level. Some of these collisions result in 
metal particles breaking away from colliding “mountains”. Breaking 
away metal particles  on the micro-level translate into a “wear” 
process on the macro-level. 

Because active elements of Polytron are polarized, when Polytron is applied, they 
are attracted to the metal. Under heat and pressure these polarized elements  
metallurgically impregnate  the metal's  crystal structure on its mating friction 
surfaces. 

As a result of the metallurgical process, a very thin layer of original metal is 
converted into a new type of metal that is much harder and has a wear life that is at 
least 15 times longer  than the original metal. This newly formed layer of metal 
protects the original “softer” metal beneath it from wear.  

New hard metal  

New hard metal  

Original softer metal  
Flattening process that results in 
polished-like and hardened friction 
surfaces. 

In the heart of this technology is a metallurgical process that allows, under heat and pressure, 
impregnation of some elements of Polytron, into the crystal structure of metallic friction surfaces, 
and convert very thin layer on these surfaces into much harder and wear resistant surfaces, 
resulting with much longer service life, in addition to many other very positive “side effects”. 

Conventional lubricants are based on maintaining high strength 
and thickness of oil-film in order to separate the friction surfaces 
from touching each other  In higher pressure, generated by heavy 
working loads, conventional lubricants  introduce an EP (Extreme 
Pressure) protective deposit between moving mating surfaces in 
order to replace the oil layer squeezed out by pressure. This way, 
they try to resist failure from scoring, seizure or accelerated wear. 
The conventional lubricants succeed in their task only partially, so a 
continuous wear process still takes place,  contributing to 
deterioration in performance.  This  in turn, plays a significant role in 
the  vicious cycle of deterioration in performance  accelerated wear, 
etc.  



MSP Technology. How Does it Work ? (continued) 

Flattening process that results in 
polished-like hardened friction surfaces. Polished-like hard friction surfaces 

Final result 

(as opposed to rising fuel and oil consumption curve). 
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t = time , P= Performance 

t = time , F= Fuel consumption 

Overhaul line 

Over the first 2 years of developing this universal technology, the manufacturer added many other features to the 
original package by adding more chemical compounds that made it the most effective lubricant additive package on 
the market today, as the features listed later on  will indicate.  
Since there was also a strong need to develop an additive package to treat and protect and maintain upper engine and fuel 
system in engines, the manufacturer developed, at the same time, an additive package for fuels (based on similar 
technology) that made it possible to offer a complete system that allowed maintain the performance of engines at its 
possible best many times longer than their traditional service life,  with flat performance curve over the years 
(as opposed to declining performance curve), and a flat fuel and oil consumption curve over the years  

Overhaul line 



We	treated	the	engine	with	2.5L	of	Polytron	MTC	
(10%	treatment).			
We	could	see	that	one	day	aBer	treaCng	the	engine,	
it	was	running	smoothly	with	considerable		reducCon	
in	smoke	and	noise.	
								Loy	Wei	Choo	(	Quarry	Consultant,	Singapore)	

During	Polytron	usage,	cost	of	producCon,	cost	of	
maintenance	and	cost	of	fuel	usage	were	reduced.	At	
the	same	Cme	because	more	machinery	was	put	to	
24	hour	usage,	our	producCvity	increased.	
								Huang	Hong	Hee	(	COO-	Building	Material	Grp			
								Hong	Leong	Asia	Ltd)	

Due	to	strong	vibraCon	in	gearbox,	we	brought	in	
Polytron	MTC.	There	was	a	remarkable	improvement	
in	the	situaCon.		
								Eng.	H.	Kasper	(Head	of	Maintenance,			
								Wietersdorfer	&	Peggauer	Zementwerke	GmbH)	

User  References 



•  Mining & Construction 

•  SAMWOH Group, Singapore – Transport & Logistics,  
      Infrastructure, Mining, Oil & Gas, etc.  
 

•  P.T. Karimun Granite, Indonesia – Quarry  
•  KÄRNTNER MONTANINDUSTRIE, Austria – Mining 
 

•  Kfar Giladi Quarries, Israel  
 

•  SBI – E&M, Africa – Infrastructure and Construction 

Partial List of User References 

  

•  Transportation & Automobiles 
•  The Cab Company, USA 
•  Dragster Racing 
•  Australian Abalone Exports Pty. Ltd. 
 

•  Pacific Rail Road-Yukon White Pass   

•  Manufacturing – Cement, Steel, etc. 
•  Wietersdorfer & Peggauer Zementwerke GmbH, Austria - Cement, mortar, plaster 

and building materials. 
 

•  Magnifin Magnesiaprodukte GmbH & Co KG, Austria - Magnesium oxide and 
hydroxide powders 

 

•  Fritz Egger GmbH & Co., Austria – Wood furniture 
 

•  Tridonicatco Sdn Bhd 
 

•  Electrical Power Generation Plants 
•  Public Power Corporation - Greece 



1000 KVA Cummins Generator driven  
by 1,800 horse power engine was in  
service for more than 30,000 hours 
And was taken apart because of  
presence of water in oil for more  
than 100 work hours.  

The engine was put together without replacing 
or machining any parts. According to our most 
conservative estimate, over 30,000 hours that 
the generator was in operation, the user saved 
at least $150,000 on repairs, fuel and oil 
consumption. And spent only $7,690 on 
Polytron products, a return of approximately 
$20 on each dollar invested in Polytron  

The following pictures demonstrate the outstanding performance of Polytron products 
(every single part of the engine was micro-measured and inspected.)  

Kfar Giladi Quarry / 1000 KVA Cummins Generator  

There was almost no wear on 
the liners and the dimensions 
were within the manufacturer’s 
specs. 
They looked polished and still 
had their cross honing pattern 
of the original bore 

All the pistons had piston 
skirts and piston rings totally 
clean of any build-up. The 
rings looked like new and 
didn’t have any wear. 

 
After 30,000 hours in operation and 
100 hours in the presence of water,  
all the piston pins didn’t have any 
traces of wear, looked polished-like  
and new.  

 
After 30,000 hours in operation and  
100 hours in the presence of water,  
all piston pin bearings didn’t have  
any wear and looked like new.  



Kfar Giladi Quarry / 1000 KVA Cummins Generator  (continued) 

 
We micro-measured the crankshaft and found it to be in great 
condition. Totally round, no traces of wear. It didn’t need any 
machining.  

 
Crankshaft Main Bearings looked like new, there were no traces of wear. 
They maintained their original coating. Usually after 17,000 hours they are 
chewed up. In this engine we used Polytron, so there was almost no wear 
at all after 30,000 work-hours. 

Piston-rod bearing from 16,000 hours old 
engine, (without Polytron MTC) chewed up  
as a result of wear.  

Piston-rod bearing from 16,000 hours 
old engine, (without Polytron MTC) 
chewed up as a result of wear 

Cylinder liner from our 30,000 hours 
old engine with Polytron MTC totally 
clean with almost no wear at all.  

Piston-rod bearing from our 30,000 
hours old engine with Polytron MTC 
totally clean with almost no wear at all.  



 

 

 

 

 

Samwoh Group of  
Companies / Singapore 

Cummins 1000 KVA 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Generator 

Saved SGD60,000 by 
preventing  overhaul 



 

 

 

 

 

Samwoh Group of  
Companies / 

Singapore 

Vibrating Screen for 
stone size separation 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Undersized bearing that 
used to overheat and 
seize within 2 to 3 weeks 
in operation, stopped 
overheating and didn’t fail 
even for 4 months after 
the company started 
using Polytron EP-2 
Grease  

 

 



 

 

Hong Leong Asia LTD.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Quarry in Indonesia 

Pilot project to evaluate the effect of    
Polytron  products on the total 
maintenance cost per tonnage of 
production  Involving hundreds of units 
heavy equipment units like Generators,        
Dump Trucks, and other machines. 

Results 

Maintenance and operational cost    
reduced from USD 1.84 per ton                
Of production to USD 0.68,              
fuel consumption went down,           
and down time went almost to zero, 
resulting in much higher productivity. 



Not Treated Treated with Polytron 

Sludge and  
Carbon 
 build-up  

Cylinder walls 
 are always 
 clean  

Oil filters are 
 clean  

As a result of  
using Polytron MTC, 
and FC the piston-skirt 
(orange arrow) and rings 
(red arrow) are totally 
clean of any deposits  

The Cab Company - USA 



The piston on the left was taken out 
from a Dragster engine after 70 runs  
without Polytron MTC.  
The piston skirt has a severe 
scuffing  

The piston on the right was 
taken out from an engine after 
350 runs with Polytron MTC. The 
piston has no signs of wear, is 
totally clean, and all the friction 
surfaces are polished.  

Before Polytron MTC was used, the engine was always taken apart for repairs after 70 runs.  
After Polytron MTC was applied, the engine was taken apart after 350 runs. As you can see, the 
engine parts have almost no wear and are totally clean. There is carbon buildup on the first 
piston ring (since Polytron FC is not used) but there is no carbon buildup on the other rings, and 
the ring surfaces are polished and clean and the cylinder skirt is totally clean. In addition there 
in almost no wear on the piston rings. 

Dragster racing-car engine / USA 



 

 

 

Wietersdorfer and 
Peggauer 

Zementwerke  / Austria 

Cement Production 
Plant 

Gear Drive excessive 
vibration and excessive 
wear as a result of harsh 

environment of dust. 

Polytron MTC was applied. 

Result 

Reduced wear,       
production downtime was 

avoided   
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Fritz Egger GmbH & 
Co. / Austria 

Wood Working Plant  
Bearings overheating 
causing increase in 
downtime and increase in 
repair costs. 

Polytron EP-2 was 
applied. 

 

Result 

Temperature went down 
from 110oC-120oC to 80oC.  
Downtime was avoided 
and expenses on repairs 
were dramatically reduced.   
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Triconicatco Sdn Bhd / 
Malaysia 

Metal Working Plant / 
Stamping Machine 

Could make only 200 pcs per 
day semi automatically with 
problematic burr.  

Polytron Pen Lube was 
applied. 

Result 

Could make 5,000 pcs a day 
with burr of acceptable quality.   
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Quarry / Asphalt production plant / Israel   

900 KVA Cummins Electrical Generator driven by 1800 
horse power engine / with Polytron MTC  

Engine head block 

This engine (in which Polytron MTC was used) has been taken apart after 17,500 work-hours as a 
result of penetration of water into an oil system.  The oil baths (blue arrow), valve springs (yellow 
arrow), valve stems (orange arrow) and the block surface are totally clean of any deposit build-up. 
According to the head mechanic of the repair shop, he has never seen anything like this before, 
especially with oil change intervals 4 time longer (from 250 work hours to 1000 work hours) and 
after many work hours with water in the oil system. All the other engine parts also were found to be 
in very good condition, and were put right back when the engine was re-assembled. 



Overhead Crane lubrication-Steel Casting Facility / Polytron EP-2 Grease.  

User reference from Steel Casting Facility in Indiana State, USA                
Crane Operator and a Maintenance Manager.  

"I drive a 15-ton overhead crane and my primary operation is to service the Furnace 
Departments Melting furnace. I service many of the functions, such as loading the 3-ton electric 
furnace, tapping the furnace and transferring molten metal from the furnace to the pouring floor. In 
all of these functions the crane is exposed to extreme temperature ranging from 2,950oF to 
3,200oF. I have worked for about one year at this occupation and from the very start the crane 
performed very sluggishly and moved slowly making my job more difficult and less accurate in 
performance. 

With Polytron EP-2 Grease 

Since Polytron EP-2 Grease was injected into all the moving parts of this crane I have 
experienced very gratifying happenings; it moves much easier , coasts farther, is much more 
responsive to control and direction, which gives me more control and accuracy of operation and 
higher degree of safety in job performance. The findings by the supervision department indicate 
reduction in kilowatt hours (electrical energy consumption) used in one year per crane and the 
considerable reduction in maintenance and repair of the electric motors. " 



"My responsibility here at Alcoa Fuji-Kura, is to primarily make sure all our equipment is operating 
efficiently. Our main client is Ford Motor Company and we cannot afford costly down time. 

Toyojamco makes a machine called Orimper 6 WB which we use in our plants. Our maintenance 
personal usually change lubrication on these machines after about one week's worth of operation.  

With Polytron EP-2 Grease 

I used Polytron EP-2 Grease and the results were incredible. Lubrication was changed after 4 
weeks. We were impressed that Polytron EP-2 Grease did not break down for such a long time, 
causing much less production down time. We also used Polytron Penetrating Lubricant spray 
throughout  the plant with too many success stories to recount here. 

Maintenance Manager,  

Alcoa-Fuji-Kura 

User reference from Automotive Division / ALCOA FUJIKURA LTD. 
production facility in San Antonio, Texas, USA. 

Plant machinery (Orimpers 6 WB and others) / Polytron EP-2 
Grease and Penetrating Lubricant  



Electric Steel                     
Casting Co. / USA 
PAC 250 Screw Compressor 
User reference from Vice President  

Problem 
Compressor was overheating and 
shutting down automatically about 
every 1.5 hours, although it was 
serviced very often. 

After adding Polytron MTC 
Compressor oil and the air 
temperature went down considerably. 
There was almost no downtime. 
Service frequency went down by 
70%. Productivity went up 
considerably.  



Yukon Railway Company. / USA 
Locomotive Diesel Engine 

User reference from Master Mechanic  

Problem 
Excessive fuel consumption and thick 
black smoke. 

After adding Polytron FC 
They had 30% savings on fuel and 
the smoke cleared up by about 50%  



Yukon Railway Company. / USA 
Locomotive Diesel Engine 

User reference from a Mechanic  

Problem 
Overheating when climbing up a hill 

After adding Polytron MTC 
The temperature dropped by more 
than 13 oF and engine was not 
overheating anymore. 



Public Power Corporation / Greece 
User references from mechanics and 
engineers  



Public Power Corporation / Greece 
User references from mechanics and 
engineers  

Problem 
Pump overheating, sets alarm and stops, 
even though air compressor used to cool it.  

After adding Polytron MTC 
The temperature dropped by 4 to 5 oC 
and pump was not overheating anymore 
and the air compressor was not used for 
cooling anymore. 



Public Power Corporation / Greece 
User references from mechanics and 
engineers  

Problem 
Because of dust and heat one of 
bearings supporting a shaft was 
overheating, loosing its grease and 
failing resulting in expensive repairs 
and long downtime.  

After applying Polytron EP-2 Grease 

The temperature dropped by 7oC below 
the average temperature measured 
before, even when well known brand 
name greases were used. This mill 
operates over a year now without any 
overheating problems.. 



Landscaping Company / 
Greece 
User references from company 
owner (continued) 

Problem 
Heavy white smoke coming out of 
an engine, indicating that engine 
requires overhaul. 

After applying Polytron MTC 

The white smoke dissipated, 
indication that the engine came 
back to normal operation. 
Thousand of Euros and 
downtime were saved. 



Landscaping Company / 
Greece 
User references from company 
owner (continued) 

Problem 
Manual Transmission of a truck 
that lost its fluid in the middle of 
the road and got very noisy, and 
was intended for repair.  

After applying Polytron MTC 

The noise stopped , and it is 
after 1 year now in operation 
and it is still going strong. 

Costly repairs and downtime 
were avoided. 



Kfar Giladi Quarries / Israel  
User references Equipment 
Maintenance Manager. 

Problem 
Company was looking for ways to 
reduce maintenance costs and 
down time. Harsh working 
conditions. 

After applying Polytron MTC, oil 
change intervals were extended 
from 250 – 300 work hours to 
1,500 work hours, savings on 
fuel of 10%, and considerable 
reduction in maintenance cost. 



Solel Bone / Construction and 
Engineering / Israel / Africa 
User references from Equipment 
Maintenance Manager. 

Problem 
Company was looking for ways to 
reduce maintenance costs and 
down time. Harsh working 
conditions. 

After applying Polytron 
products, oil change intervals 
were extended from 250 – 300 
work hours to 1,000 work hours, 
savings on fuel of 13%, and 
considerable reduction in 
maintenance cost and 
downtime. 



INFOCUS CNC Machining / 
USA 
User references from company 
Production Manager 

Problem 
Low productivity and profitability. 

After applying Polytron Pen Lube 

Speeds and feed went up as much 
as 50% and the too life by up to 3 
times, turning it to very profitable 
operation. 



Landscaping Company / Greece 
User references from company owner 

Problem 
Heavy white smoke coming out of an 
engine, and it is overheating, indicating 
that engine requires overhaul. 

After applying Polytron MTC 

The temperature dropped, and the white 
smoke dissipated, indication that the 
engine came back to normal operation. 
Thousand of Euros and downtime were 
saved. 



  
  
 

Used oil analysis. 
Polytron MTC Performance comparison tests  

based on "Used Oil Analysis"  

 3. TBN (Total Base Number): 

In recent years  "Used Oil Analysis" became a part of preventive 
maintenance program of many commercial and industrial entities like 
power plants, manufacturing plants, trucking companies, cab companies, 
construction equipment companies, etc. 

What is "Used Oil Analysis?  

A  sample of used oil is taken out of an engine (transmission, or other 
equipment) while it is warm and is put in a special analyzer that analyzes 
the oil for the following data. 

1. Concentration of wear metals (in units of parts per million, 
ppm, by weight).  

Why concentration of metals?   

Different components within an engine, transmission or equipment are 
made of different metal alloys. For example, some engines may have 
bearings that are made of alloys containing copper, chromium and lead all 
combined. Every such component has a normal amount of wear which is 
accumulated over time from a statistical data of used oil analysis for that 
specific equipment. When used oil analysis indicates higher concentration 
of these metals than expected in specific make and model of the 
equipment under test, this may be indicative of a beginning of mechanical 
problem that most of the time can be fixed easily before a catastrophic 
failure and irreversible damage occurs, thus saving thousands of dollars 
on unnecessary repairs and downtime. 

2.  Viscosity: 
A parameter which indicates the condition of a fluid as a lubricant. 

The lower the  Viscosity and Viscosity Index compared to these 
parameters in new oil,  the more the oil deteriorates in performance as a 
lubricant. This deterioration is caused by combustion gases that penetrate 
the oil system, metal particles that get into the oil as a result of the wear 
process, and shear and thermal breakdown of the oil. 

indicates the extent of motor oil oxidation. The lower the TBN the less ability it has to 
neutralize acidic compounds and more likely to be corrosive.  

The acidic compounds are caused by combustion gases that penetrate the oil 
system and metal particles that get into the oil as a result of wear process.  

When the TBN number is lower than 2 it is recommended to replace the oil. 

4. Other chemicals that indicate specific engine problems (like penetration of 
coolant into the oil system, penetration of fuel, penetration of dust trough air 
system, etc.) 

This tested data is compared to a data base of test results that were 
accumulated over the years for the specific equipment (model and 
make) the condition of which we want to establish.   

How can used oil analysis help you see the difference in performance 
between lubricants that contain Polytron MTC additive package and those 
which do not? 

1) Right before the a normal oil change, take a sample of used oil from the 
engine under test and submit it to a laboratory for a "Used Oil Analysis" in order 
to get "Base Line" results (make sure that the sample is taken from midstream 
while the engine is still warm). together with the following information:  
a. Manufacturer name, model and year make of the equipment.  
b. Miles / hours of the oil in operation.  
c. Hours/miles of the equipment in operation (from the date of purchase to the date 
of submission of the used oil for analysis.  
2) Together with the used oil sample also submit  a sample of original clean oil to 
be analyzed  as a reference, because there are some elements that are part of an 
additive package of motor oil that have to be counted out when interpreting the test 
results 
3) Change the oil and add to the new oil 10% of Polytron MTC (or use Polytron 
motor oil). After 500 to 600 miles change the oil and oil filter again and add 10% 
MSP EF (or use MSP motor oil).  The reason why we recommend to do that is as 
follows: Since Polytron MTC has very powerful cleaning ability, it dissolves  all the 
build-up on the engine parts and suspends it into the oil.  
Expected results  
1)    600%  - 900% times lower concentration of wear metals (which means 
reduction in wear by at least 600% to 900%). 

2)   Viscosity and TBN are maintained at their acceptable level 300%  - 600% 
longer, which means that the oil can serve 300%  - 600% longer, extending 
maintenance intervals 300% to 600%.  



  
  
 

Used oil analysis (continued). 

Sample of used oil analysis interpretation 
based on which a maintenance consulting 
company recommends the users to take 
care of problems that are developing in 
this engine before Polytron MTC is  
applied, although it is recommended to 
use Polytron FC to clean upper engine 
parts, fuel system parts and  slow down 
their wear process and lower soot 
concentration 

At this stage the working condition of the 
engine is considered at 60%, which 
means it may break down in short time if 
the problem are not taken care of. 

Caterpillar Excavator 330B 



Used oil analysis, Caterpillar 
Excavator 330B (continued) 

Based on this samples, looks like the 
technicians acted according to he 
recommendations given in the former 
document, and the condition of the engine 
improved considerably, since the 
concentration of Iron and Silicone and 
Soot went down and the viscosity is 
acceptable, etc. Now the consultant 
advises to start using Polytron MTC and if 
used to change the oil every 1000 work 
hours and take used oil sample every 
2000 work hours. The working condition of 
the engine now is at 85% which is good 
for such an engine. 



Used oil analysis, Caterpillar 
Excavator 330B (continued) 

Based on this oil sample, Polytron MTC 
was put to use, the oil was in service for 
more than 1000 work ours and the TBN, 
and the viscosity are still within acceptable 
range, and the concentration of Iron (main 
wear metal) went down more than 4 times 
(or more than 80%) meaning the wear 
slowed down considerably. The consultant 
advises to to keep on using Polytron MTC 
and if used to change the oil every 1000 
work hours and take used oil sample 
every 2000 work hours. 



Used oil analysis, Caterpillar 
Excavator 330B (continued) 

Based on this oil sample, since Polytron 
MTC was put to use, the oil was in service 
for more than 1000 work ours and the, 
and the viscosity is still within acceptable 
range, and the concentration of Iron (main 
wear metal) went down even more than 4 
times (meaning the wear slowed down 
even more). The consultant advises to  
keep on using Polytron MTC and if used 
to change the oil every 1000 work hours 
and take used oil sample every 2000 work 
hours. 

The working condition of this engine now 
is considered 100%, meaning like of a 
new one. 



Used oil analysis (continued). 

Concentration of iron wear particles 

Without 
Polytron 

With 
Polytron 

Main wear metal example : typical result 



Polytron products summery. 

There are no other products on the market today that can 
squeeze out of engines and any equipment the best possible 
performance, the longest service life, the lowest downtime and 
the highest productivity and cost effectiveness ever, like 
Polytron products can. 

We invite you to take the Polytron challenge and put these 
miraculous products to the test..  


